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Toxicogenomics combines the use of toxicology and genomic sciences to elucidate chemical, toxic and environmental
stressor effects on biological systems. Integrative toxicogenomics requires innovation in bioinformatics, statistics and
systems toxicology and typically a combination of the utility of two of more of these disciplines to better understand
molecular mechanisms involved in toxic responses. This Frontiers in Toxicogenomics Research Topic eBook focuses on
integrative toxicogenomics more so at the late stage (analyzing each data set separately and then merging the results )
and brings together analyses that combine gene expression (microarray, TempO-Seq or RNA-Seq) with other data
(biological assays, clinical chemistry, therapeutic categories or molecular pathways) or highlights data analytics that
leverage bioinformatics and statistics. The eight articles illustrate the state-of-art in the field and the analysis of
toxicogenomics data for a more comprehensive deduction of biological mechanisms and cellular functions associated
with adverse outcomes from environmental exposures, chemicals and toxicants. However, it is clear that the field of
integrative toxicogenomics needs considerably more attention paid to it in order to develop other clever ways of
integrating the data for analysis.
Microarray Technology, Volumes 1 and 2, present information in designing and fabricating arrays and binding studies
with biological analytes while providing the reader with a broad description of microarray technology tools and their
potential applications. The first volume deals with methods and protocols for the preparation of microarrays. The second
volume details applications and data analysis, which is important in analyzing the enormous data coming out of
microarray experiments. Among the topics discussed in Volume 1: Synthesis Methods, are matrices in the synthesis of
microarrays, array optimization processes, array-based comparative genomic hybridization, 60-mer oligonucleotide
probes, bifunctional reagents NTMTA and NTPAC, and high density arrays using digital microarray synthesis platforms.
Other topics include multiplex ligation-dependent probe amplification (MLPA), hybridization conditions in situ-synthesized
oligo arrays, peptide arrays, high density replication tools (HDRT), protocols for the quantification of oligo hybridization,
glyco-bead arrays, and an investigation into the emerging nano technology. Microarray Technology, Volumes 1 and 2,
provide ample information to all levels of scientists from novice to those intimately familiar with array technology.
Modern DNA microarray technologies have evolved over the past 25 years to the point where it is now possible to take
many million measurements from a single experiment. These two volumes, Parts A & B in the Methods in Enzymology
series provide methods that will shepard any molecular biologist through the process of planning, performing, and
publishing microarray results. Part A starts with an overview of a number of microarray platforms, both commercial and
academically produced and includes wet bench protocols for performing traditional expression analysis and derivative
techniques such as detection of transcription factor occupancy and chromatin status. Wet-bench protocols and
troubleshooting techniques continue into Part B. These techniques are well rooted in traditional molecular biology and
while they require traditional care, a researcher that can reproducibly generate beautiful Northern or Southern blots
should have no difficulty generating beautiful array hybridizations. Data management is a more recent problem for most
biologists. The bulk of Part B provides a range of techniques for data handling. This includes critical issues, from
normalization within and between arrays, to uploading your results to the public repositories for array data, and how to
integrate data from multiple sources. There are chapters in Part B for both the debutant and the expert bioinformatician.
Provides an overview of platforms Includes experimental design and wet bench protocols Presents statistical and data
analysis methods, array databases, data visualization and meta-analysis
The oral cavity harbors an immense diversity of microorganisms, including bacteria, fungi, archaea, protozoa and viruses.
At health, oral microbial community is thought to be in a state of homeostasis, even after numerous perturbations (e.g.,
toothbrushing, food intake) a day. The breach in this homeostasis can occur for instance if the perturbations become too
excessive (e.g., frequent carbohydrate intake leading to acidification of the community) or the host is compromised (e.g.,
inadequate immune response resulting in persistent inflammation of periodontal tissue). Aggressive antimicrobial therapy
(e.g., antibiotics in case of periodontal disease or preventive antibiotic therapy before and after dental extractions) is
commonly applied with all the negative consequences of this approach. So far little is known on the interplay between the
environmental, host and microbial factors in maintaining an ecological balance. What are the prerequisites for a healthy
oral ecosystem? Can we restore an unbalanced oral microbiome? How stable is the oral microbiome through time and
how robust it is to external perturbations? Gaining new insights in the ecological factors sustaining oral health will lead to
conceptually new therapies and preventive programs. Recent advances in high throughput technologies have brought
microbiology as a science to a new era, allowing an open-ended approach instead of focusing on few opportunistic
pathogens. With this topic we would like to integrate the current high-throughput ‘omics’ tools such as metagenomics,
metatranscriptomics, metaproteomics or metabolomics with biochemical, physiological, genetic or clinical parameters
within the oral microbial ecosystem. We aim to address questions underlying the regulation of the ecological balance in
the oral cavity by including the following areas: • Ecology of oral microbiome at health • Ecology of oral microbiome
under oral diseases • Ecology of oral microbiome during non-oral diseases • Shifts in the oral microbiome by therapeutic
approaches (e.g., antimicrobials, replacement therapy, pre- and probiotics) • Modeling of oral ecological shifts (e.g.,
animal models, in vitro microcosm models) • Complex inter- and intra-kingdom interactions (e.g., bacterial-fungal-host)
related to oral ecology • Environmental (e.g., diet, tobacco), host-related (e.g., immune response, saliva composition and
flow) and biotic (e.g., bacterial competition) factors influencing oral ecology • Geographic variation in oral microbial
ecology and diversity
Tag-based approaches were originally designed to increase the throughput of capillary sequencing, where concatemers
of short sequences were first used in expression profiling. New Next Generation Sequencing methods largely extended
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the use of tag-based approaches as the tag lengths perfectly match with the short read length of highly parallel
sequencing reactions. Tag-based approaches will maintain their important role in life and biomedical science, because
longer read lengths are often not required to obtain meaningful data for many applications. Whereas genome resequencing and de novo sequencing will benefit from ever more powerful sequencing methods, analytical applications
can be performed by tag-based approaches, where the focus shifts from 'sequencing power' to better means of data
analysis and visualization for common users. Today Next Generation Sequence data require powerful bioinformatics
expertise that has to be converted into easy-to-use data analysis tools. The book's intention is to give an overview on
recently developed tag-based approaches along with means of their data analysis together with introductions to NextGeneration Sequencing Methods, protocols and user guides to be an entry for scientists to tag-based approaches for
Next Generation Sequencing.
High throughput sequencing (HTS) technologies have conquered the genomics and epigenomics worlds. The
applications of HTS methods are wide, and can be used to sequence everything from whole or partial genomes,
transcriptomes, non-coding RNAs, ribosome profiling, to single-cell sequencing. Having such diversity of alternatives,
there is a demand for information by research scientists without experience in HTS that need to choose the most suitable
methodology or combination of platforms and to define their experimental designs to achieve their specific objectives.
Field Guidelines for Genetic Experimental Designs in High-Throughput Sequencing aims to collect in a single volume all
aspects that should be taken into account when HTS technologies are being incorporated into a research project and the
reasons behind them. Moreover, examples of several successful strategies will be analyzed to make the point of the
crucial features. This book will be of use to all scientist that are unfamiliar with HTS and want to incorporate such
technologies to their research.
The new Animal Genetics and Disease 2017 conference committee organized a Research Topic for the proceedings of
this inaugural conference. The meeting brought together specialists working on the interface between genomics, genetic
engineering, and infectious disease, with the aims of improving animal and human health and welfare. This conference
was funded by Advanced Courses and Scientific Conference at the Wellcome Genome Campus, Hinxton, UK. The
conference will highlight breakthroughs in genomic technologies that are rapidly increasing our understanding of the
fundamental role that host and pathogen genetics play in infections and epidemics. This Research Topic focuses on how
infections spread and how they further affect the productivity of livestock systems and food supply chains. Thanks to
technological advances, we now have the tools for real-time surveillance of zoonoses affecting wildlife, farm animals and
animal-to-human disease transmission.
Gut health and specifically the gut microbiome-host interaction is currently a major research topic across the life
sciences. In the case of animal sciences research into animal production and health, the gut has been a continuous area
of interest. Production parameters such as growth and feed efficiency are entirely dependent on optimum gut health. In
addition, the gut is a major immune organ and one of the first lines of defense in animal disease. Recent changes in
animal production management and feed regulations, both regulatory and consumer driven, have placed added
emphasis on finding ways to optimize gut health in novel and effective ways. In this volume we bring together original
research and review articles covering three major categories of gut health and animal production: the gut microbiome,
mucosal immunology, and feed-based interventions. Included within these categories is a broad range of scientific
expertise and experimental approaches that span food animal production. Our goal in bringing together the articles on
this research topic is to survey the current knowledge on gut health in animal production. The following 15 articles include
knowledge and perspectives from researchers from multiple countries and research perspectives, all with the central goal
of improving animal health and production.
Following the success of this Research Topic http://journal.frontiersin.org/ researchtopic/3298/regulation-of-geneexpression-in-enteropathogenic-bacteria, we are happy to launch a second edition of the project. Pathogenic bacteria
have evolved numerous strategies to survive in and to attack hosts, which can be reflected by transcriptional and
posttranscriptional changes in specific genes especially including those encoding virulence determinants. Regulation of
gene expression by regulatory proteins and non-coding RNAs enables the pathogens to adapt their metabolic needs and
to coordinately express virulence determinants during different stages of infection.
In complex systems, such as our body or a plant, the host is living together with thousands of microbes, which support
the entire system in function and health. The stability of a microbiome is influenced by environmental changes,
introduction of microbes and microbial communities, or other factors. As learned in the past, microbial diversity is the key
and low-diverse microbiomes often mirror out-of-control situations or disease. It is now our task to understand the
molecular principles behind the complex interaction of microbes in, on and around us in order to optimize and control the
function of the microbial community – by changing the environment or the addition of the right microorganisms. This
Research Topic focuses on studies (including e.g. original research, perspectives, mini reviews, and opinion papers) that
investigate and discuss: 1) The role of the microbiome for the host/environmental system 2) The exchange and change of
microbes and microbial communities (interplay) 3) The influence of external factors toward the stability of a microbiome
4) Methods, possibilities and approaches to change and control a system’s microbiome (e.g. in human or plant disease)
5) Experimental systems and approaches in microbiome research. The articles span the areas: human health and
disease, animal and plant microbiomes, microbial interplay and control, methodology and the built environment
microbiome.
The brain functions within an internal environment that is determined and controlled by morphological structures and
cellular mechanisms present at interfaces between the brain and the rest of the body. In vertebrates these interfaces are
across cerebral blood vessels (blood-brain barrier) choroid plexuses (blood-cerebrospinal fluid barrier) and pia-arachnoid.
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There is a CSF-brain barrier in the neuroepithelium lining the ventricular system that is only present in embryos. There is
now substantial evidence that many brain barrier mechanisms develop early and that in some cases they are functionally
more active and even more specialized compared to adult barriers. Therefore barriers in developing brain should be
viewed as adapted appropriately for the growing brain and not, as is still widely believed, immature. Considerable
advances in our understanding of these barrier mechanisms have come from studies of the developing brain and
invertebrates. A striking aspect, to be highlighted in this special edition, is that many of the molecular mechanisms in
these very diverse species are similar despite differences in the cellular composition of the interfaces. This Frontiers
Topic comprises articles in three sections: Original studies, Reviews and Myths & Misconceptions. Original articles
provide new information on molecular and cellular barrier mechanisms in developing brains of primates, including human
embryos (Brøchner et al., Ek et al., Errede et al.), rodents (Bauer et al., Liddelow, Strazielle & Ghersi-Egea, Saunders et
al., Whish et al.), chick (Bueno et al.) and zebrafish (Henson et al.) as well as studies in drosophila (Hindle & Bainton, De
Salvo et al., Limmer et al.). The Reviews section includes evolutionary perspectives of the blood-brain and blood-CSF
barriers (Bueno et al., Bill & Korzh). There are also detailed reviews of the current state of understanding of different
interfaces and their functional mechanisms in developing brain (Bauer et al., Strazielle & Gjersi-Egea, Liddelow,
Richardson et al., Errede et al., Henson et al., Brøchner et al) and in invertebrates (Hindle & Bainton, De Salvo et al.,
Limmer et al). Different aspects of the relationship between properties of the internal environment of the brain and its
development are discussed. (Stolp & Molnar, Johansson, Prasongchean et al.). A neglected area, namely barriers over
the surface of the brain during development is also covered (Brøchner et al.). Clinically related perspectives on barrier
disruption in neonatal stroke are provided by Kratzer et al. and other aspects of dysfunction by Morretti et al. and by
Palmeta et al. on the continuing problem of bilirubin toxicity. Progress in this field is hampered by many prevailing myths
about barrier function, combined with methodologies that are not always appropriately selected or interpreted. These is
covered in the Misconceptions, Myths and Methods section, including historical aspects and discussion of the
paracellular pathway, a central dogma of epithelial and endothelial biology (Saunders et al.) and a review of markers
used to define brain barrier integrity in development and in pathological conditions (Saunders et al.). Use of inappropriate
markers has caused considerable confusion and unreliable interpretation in many published studies. Torbett et al deal
with the complexities of the new field of applying proteomics to understanding blood-brain barrier properties as do
Huntley at al with respect to applying modern high throughput gene expression methods (Huntley et al.). The Editorial
summarizes the contributions from all authors. This includes mention of some the main unanswered but answerable
questions in the field and what the impediments to progress may be.
Tag-based Next Generation SequencingJohn Wiley & Sons
Health is defined as “the state of the organism when it functions optimally without evidence of disease”. Surprisingly, the
words “microbes” or “microorganism” are missing in this definition. The regulation of gut microbiota is mediated by an
enormous quantity of aspects, such as microbiological factors, host characteristics, diet patterns, and environmental
variables. Some protective, structural, and metabolic functions have been reported for gut microbiota, and these
functions are related to the regulation of homeostasis and host health. Host defense against pathogens is, in part,
mediated through gut microbiota action and requires intimate interpretation of the current microenvironment and
discrimination between commensal and occasional bacteria. The present Special Issue provides a summary of the
progress on the topic of intestinal microbiota and its important role in human health in different populations. This Special
Issue will be of great interest from a clinical and public health perspective. Nevertheless, more studies with more samples
and comparable methods are necessary to understand the actual function of intestinal microbiota in disease development
and health maintenance.
This book is a printed edition of the Special Issue "Regulation of Chemokine-Receptor Interactions and Functions" that
was published in IJMS
Fleshy Fruits are a late acquisition of plant evolution. In addition of protecting the seeds, these specialized organs unique
to plants were developed to promote seed dispersal via the contribution of frugivorous animals. Fruit development and
ripening is a complex process and understanding the underlying genetic and molecular program is a very active field of
research. Part of the ripening process is directed to build up quality traits such as color, texture and aroma that make the
fruit attractive and palatable. As fruit consumers, humans have developed a time long interaction with fruits which
contributed to make the fruit ripening attributes conform our needs and preferences. This issue of Frontiers in Plant
Science is intended to cover the most recent advances in our understanding of different aspects of fleshy fruit biology,
including the genetic, molecular and metabolic mechanisms associated to each of the fruit quality traits. It is also of prime
importance to consider the effects of environmental cues, cultural practices and postharvest methods, and to decipher
the mechanism by which they impact fruit quality traits. Most of our knowledge of fleshy fruit development, ripening and
quality traits comes from work done in a reduced number of species that are not only of economic importance but can
also benefit from a number of genetic and genomic tools available to their specific research communities. For instance,
working with tomato and grape offers several advantages since the genome sequences of these two fleshy fruit species
have been deciphered and a wide range of biological and genetic resources have been developed. Ripening mutants are
available for tomato which constitutes the main model system for fruit functional genomics. In addition, tomato is used as
a reference species for climacteric fruit which ripening is controlled by the phytohormone ethylene. Likewise, grape is a
reference species for non-climacteric fruit even though no single master switches controlling ripening initiation have been
uncovered yet. In the last period, the genome sequence of an increased number of fruit crop species became available
which creates a suitable situation for research communities around crops to get organized and information to be shared
through public repositories. On the other hand, the availability of genome-wide expression profiling technologies has
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enabled an easier study of global transcriptional changes in fruit species where the sequenced genome is not yet
available. In this issue authors will present recent progress including original data as well as authoritative reviews on our
understanding of fleshy fruit biology focusing on tomato and grape as model species.
Materials science and engineering are strongly developing tools with increasing impact in the biotechnological and
biomedical areas. Interestingly, research in molecular and cellular biology is often at the core of the design and
development of materials-based approaches, providing biological rationale. Focused on research relying on
biology–materials interaction, IJMS launched a Special Issue named “Cells and Materials for Disease Modeling and
Regenerative Medicine”. The aim of the Special Issue was to generate a compilation of in vitro and in vivo strategies
based on cell–material interactions. This book compiles the papers published in that Special Issue and includes a
selection of six original scientific experimental articles and six comprehensive reviews. We are convinced that this
collection of articles shows representative examples of the state of the art in the field, unveiling the relevance of materials
research in generating new regenerative medicine and disease modeling approaches.
Arabidopsis Protocols, Third Edition compiles some of the most recent methodologies developed to exploit the
Arabidopsis genome. These methodologies cover from the guided access to public resources, to genetic, cell biology,
biochemical and physiological techniques, including both those that are widely used as well as those novel techniques
likely to open up new avenues of knowledge in the future. In addition, considering the recent unparalleled progress of the
“omics” tools in Arabidopsis, leading experts have contributed sections on genome, transcriptome, proteome,
metabolome and other whole-system approaches. Arabidopsis thaliana is acknowledged as the most important plant
model system by the scientific community and Arabidopsis research has fundamentally influenced our understanding of
the basic biology and ecology of plants. Written in the successful Methods in Molecular Biology series format, chapters
include introductions to their respective topics, lists of the necessary materials and reagents, step-by-step, readily
reproducible protocols, and notes on troubleshooting and avoiding known pitfalls. Authoritative and easily accessible,
Arabidopsis Protocols, Third Edition seeks to serve both experienced researchers and beginners with its detailed
methodologies on this burgeoning scientific field.
This book contains the scientific contributions published within the Animals topical collection “Feeding Strategies to
Improve Sustainability and Welfare in Animal Production”. Originally a Special Issue, it has turned into a permanent
collection, with its first article being published in July 2019 and more than 30 published articles a year later: evidence of
the great interest from the scientific community regarding the topics addressed. The articles, which are grouped by
species (poultry, ruminants, pigs, etc.) and by topic, deal with a wide range of arguments that, first of all, highlight the
extraordinary complexity and diversity that exists in the animal production sector, and then, the great influence that
nutrition and feeding can have in terms of optimizing the use of environmental resources and improving the welfare of
farmed animals. In addition, all this is closely connected with the urgent need to safeguard the resources of the planet on
which we live.
Since the first introduction of antibiotics into clinical practice, microbial drug resistance has emerged as a major obstacle
in the treatment of infections. Recently, the combination of emergence of a complex variety of multidrug resistant strains
and the dearth of newly discovered molecules to effectively target and eliminate these strains, has made antibiotic
resistance one of the major public health problems of this century. Although different strategies can be adopted to contain
the emergence and spread of antibiotic resistance, including (i) antimicrobial stewardship, (ii) infection control, and (iii)
tighter control over the use of antibiotics in agriculture and breeding, a better understanding of the dynamics that lead to
the evolution of antibiotic resistance remains essential for the development of more efficient strategies to combat this
phenomenon. The recent developments in genomics have greatly contributed to expand our knowledge on the
mechanisms of microbial resistance, and of the processes by which they emerge, develop and spread. Different
approaches and expertise can be used to accelerate advances in this area, ranging from clinical studies on the evolution
of resistance in vivo, to theoretical modeling and the study of evolution in the laboratory.
Neural plasticity is a unique and adaptive feature of nervous system, which allows neurons to reorganize their
interactions in response to a stimulation (intrinsic or extrinsic) to maintain their function. For these reasons, epigenetics
emerges as a potential field for developing strategies to modulate changes in pathological situation because extrinsic
factors and pharmacological tools can modify neural functioning in organisms during their life. Diet, exercise,
environmental aspects, stressors or drugs are available to alter those mechanisms. Epigenetic involves certain molecular
signaling pathways, as DNA methylation and histone acetylation and deacetylation, and the emerging non-coding small
RNA, mainly microRNA, as a commanders of a number of translation processes. As most of molecular nervous cell
alterations, epigenetic mechanisms play an important role in neural plasticity. This eBook collects the burgeoning
advances in epigenetic mechanisms, focusing on new insights into cellular and molecular neurobiological mechanisms
that underlie brain functioning in health and pathological conditions. Contributions go from basic cellular mechanism to
therapeutic opportunities to tackle the challenges on nervous central system development and neurodegeneration.
Nanobodies have become outstanding tools for biomedical research, diagnostics and therapy. Recent advances in the
identification and functionalization of target-specific nanobodies now make nanobody-based approaches broadly
available to many researches in the field. This book provides a compilation of original research articles and
comprehensive reviews covering important and up to date aspects of research on nanobodies and their applications for
immunoassays, proteomics, protein crystallization and in vitro and in vivo imaging.
This volume compiles accepted contributions for the 2nd Edition of the Colombian Computational Biology and
Bioinformatics Congress CCBCOL, after a rigorous review process in which 54 papers were accepted for publication
from 119 submitted contributions. Bioinformatics and Computational Biology are areas of knowledge that have emerged
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due to advances that have taken place in the Biological Sciences and its integration with Information Sciences. The
expansion of projects involving the study of genomes has led the way in the production of vast amounts of sequence data
which needs to be organized, analyzed and stored to understand phenomena associated with living organisms related to
their evolution, behavior in different ecosystems, and the development of applications that can be derived from this
analysis.
A virus (from the Latin word ‘v?rus’ meaning ‘venom’ or ‘poison’) is a microorganism invisible to the naked eye.
Viruses can multiply exclusively by entering a cell and using the cell’s resources to create copies of themselves. As the
origin of their name suggests, viruses are generally considered dangerous, harmful and often deadly. Some of the most
well-studied and widely known viruses, such as HIV and influenza, infect humans. However, viruses can also infect
animals, plants and microorganisms, including fungi. Many fungi are medically, ecologically and economically significant,
for example, causing diseases to humans, plants and insects or being used in industry to produce bread, cheese, beer
and wine. Viruses that infect fungi are called mycoviruses (from the Greek work ‘myco’, meaning ‘fungus’).
Mycoviruses do not cause harm to or kill the infected fungus; in contrast, they are ‘friendly’ viruses and we can utilize
them to control the growth, pathogenicity and toxin production of fungi. This book describes a range of different
mycoviruses and their geographical distribution, transmission and evolution, together with their effects on the fungal
hosts and how these are brought about.]
Bioinformatics derives knowledge from computer analysis of biological data. In particular, genomic and transcriptomic
datasets are processed, analysed and, whenever possible, associated with experimental results from various sources, to
draw structural, organizational, and functional information relevant to biology. Research in bioinformatics includes method
development for storage, retrieval, and analysis of the data. Bioinformatics in Aquaculture provides the most up to date
reviews of next generation sequencing technologies, their applications in aquaculture, and principles and methodologies
for the analysis of genomic and transcriptomic large datasets using bioinformatic methods, algorithm, and databases.
The book is unique in providing guidance for the best software packages suitable for various analysis, providing detailed
examples of using bioinformatic software and command lines in the context of real world experiments. This book is a vital
tool for all those working in genomics, molecular biology, biochemistry and genetics related to aquaculture, and
computational and biological sciences.
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